Manage Tags

Add a tag to a request

You can create new tags by adding and saving them to a request, or you can add existing tags to a request. **Note:** You can only create up to 100 unique tags.

To create a new tag and add it to a request:

1. Open the request you want to tag.
2. In the Request Details, in the Request Tags field, enter one or more **new tags**.
3. Click the **text in the list** or press <Enter> to add the tag to the request.
4. Click **Save**.

To add an existing tag to a request:

1. Open the request you want to tag.
2. In the Request Details, in the Request Tags field, type the **tag** into the field or select the **tag** from the list. If you type into the field to find the tag, the system will match your text to the first characters of the tag.

3. Click the **text in the list** or press <Enter> to add the tag to the request.

4. Click **Save**.

**Edit a tag**

You can edit active tags. If you made a mistake and need to change the name of the tag, you can edit it on the Tipasa Home.

**Note:** Before you edit a tag, you should refresh the tag list to make sure the list is current. You will receive an error if you are not working from the most up to date version of the tag list.

---

**To edit a tag:**

1. On the Tipasa Home, click the **All Tags** accordion.

2. Click **Refresh List** to make sure the tags list is displaying the most current version.

3. Locate the **tag** you want to edit. You can search for the tag in the Find a tag search box, or find the tag in the list.

4. Click the **pencil icon** next to the tag you want to edit.

5. Click **Edit**.
6. In the tag field, edit the tag. If you are renaming the tag, you can only use a phrase that has not been used yet.
7. Click Submit.
8. The tag is updated and sorted in the tag list in alphabetical order.

Delete a tag

You can delete active tags and tags that are no longer associated with any active requests. You may want to delete a tag if you no longer use it.

When you delete a tag:

- It is removed from all requests.
- It is removed from the tags list under the All Tags accordion.
- It does not appear as a suggestion when you add a tag to a request.

Note: Before you delete a tag, you should refresh the tag list to make sure the list is current. You will receive an error if you are not working from the most up to date version of the tag list.

To delete a tag:

1. On the Tipasa Home, click the All Tags accordion.
2. Click Refresh List to make sure the tags list is displaying the most current tags.
3. Locate the tag you want to delete. You can search for the tag in the Find a tag search box, or find the tag in the list.

4. Click the pencil icon next to the tag you want to delete.

5. Click Delete.

6. On the Delete Tag window, click Delete.

7. The tag is deleted and removed from the tag list.

Frequently used tags

The Frequently Used Tags sections displays on the Tipasa Home and shows the top twenty tags, based on the number of active requests using the tag. If there are less than twenty distinct tags on active requests, fewer than twenty tags will appear in this section. The All Tags accordion shows all tags that have ever been used, including tags that appear on closed requests. Click on a tag to view all active requests with that tag.